Sun in Scorpio/Moon in Virgo:
Bloodhound
You have some very strong views and beliefs and you certainly know your own mind.
You actually desire to express your beliefs and opinions even though you are
reserved and apparently detached. Maybe you are even a bit too conscious of the
world around you at times. You try for perfection in yourself and others as all Moons in
Virgo individuals do. You run the risk of a being super critical person. You might be
happy to be a faultfinder, and doing basically nothing to help if things are not what you
think they should be. You have the pragmatism and logical abilities of a Virgo with the
astuteness, perceptiveness and insight of a Scorpio. Very little gets past your sharp
perception and you are intense, quiet and soft-spoken. Your sensibility helps you to
recognize things that others cannot be aware of. The conclusions you draw about life
can be amazingly accurate. In addition, you are logical, inquisitive, and discerning so
you are a natural detective. Faultfinding might be turned against yourself, subjecting
you to relentless self-examination and disapproval. If you hope to use your noteworthy
talents, you must learn self-acceptance. As long as you do not lock yourself in an ivory
tower, intellectual interests are perfect for the Scorpio-Virgo. Detective work,
investigative reporting and scientific pursuits are good choices. You desire an active
sex life like all Scorpios. While you were young, however, you may have picked up
more than a few inhibitions. Virgo’s modesty and Puritanism can tone down the full
aspect of your extremely sensual nature. You are able to balance the give-and-take
portion of a relationship and in love you are a consistent, loyal and devoted partner if
you find the right match. Begin to appreciate yourself and then you can appreciate
others too. Relax at times and enjoy life for what it is because the world will not always
live up to your visions or your high principles. Just go with the flow more often.
Preaching and moralizing are things you should watch out for because your Virgo
Moon gives you a very moral and sometimes holier-than-thou attitude. You are quite
charismatic and people somehow realize that you are fundamentally intelligent. This is
true of your fellow Scorpios. You are also ambitious and determined. You probably
have a strong sense of duty and obligation and you are fulfilled by work. Leaving
enough free time for enjoyment is important.

